Abstract
Healthcare delivery and operations, especially post-COVID 19, needs innovation. We have seen increased need for appropriate planning, adaptation to extreme uncertainty, and the reduction of access delays from time of request until the time of service. Fighting a novel
disease revealed the need for joint machine learning and optimization. Operations research, operations management, optimization, and systems modeling and control are some of the areas of strength that we must build upon, integrating areas such as recent advances in machine learning and data science to meet the special needs of healthcare. One highlight is work on personalized bed unit assignment to reduce mortality or readmissions. Another is appointment setting for timely access to a visit and surgery based on patient urgency while ensuring coordination of care. I will emphasize stratified or personalized approaches and how to balance the efficiency of care with its effectiveness. Our area is exceptionally well positioned to address limited resources, budgets, and the need for efficiency. On the one hand, effectiveness and patient experience includes waiting times and care delivery choices, which can be explicitly modeled. On the other hand, machine learning integrated with optimization will be very helpful for incorporating predictions of future outcomes such as 30-day unplanned readmissions or mortality events. These data driven healthcare operations methodologies have grown out of practice-based collaborations with several health systems.
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